Poole Bay Nearshore Beach
Replenishment Trial 2015

Learning by doing

Rhode Nielsen’s dredger Magni-R discharging a
load within the designated placement area close
to shore - front view of hopper splitting above and
aerial view below (© Aerial Ace)

This trial is the first of its kind in the UK.
It was designed to investigate whether
relatively small amounts of sand placed
on the sea bed close to the shore would
be moved by natural wave forces onto
the beach.
The aim is to embrace the culture of working
with nature by trickle feeding smaller amounts
of sand more frequently onto the beach to
stabilise its width and establish whether it is
a more economically and environmentally
sustainable solution than conventional beach
renourishment solutions.
Contacts Details
Borough of Poole: Stuart Terry,
s.terry@poole.gov.uk
Environment Agency R&D: Eleanor Heron,
eleanor.heron@environment-agency.gov.uk
CCO: Travis Mason,
travis.mason@noc.soton.ac.uk
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This 3D multi-beam bathymetric
survey shows the sand within the
grid at the start of the trial and
further surveys will allow us to
monitor its movement.

Poole Rocks MCZ

© Crown Copyright 1982. Dredged sand was placed in site A in Poole Bay at the 5m (Chart Datum)
sea bed contour level.

What did we do?

Yellow fluorescent tracer sand being prepared for
placement on the seabed.

Tracer sand particles found on the beach,
using a simple LED UV torch.
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In February 2015 we placed approximately
30,000 cubic metres of sandy material
offshore in a 150m square at the up-drift
end of Poole Bay. The material was
provided by Poole Harbour Commissioners,
from maintenance dredging within Poole
Harbour’s main channel. To comply with
license regulations areas between A and B
were designated for the dredging operator
to place sand as close to shore as weather
conditions allowed.
Once the dredged material was placed, one
tonne of special yellow fluorescent-coated,
tracer sand was loaded into large bags and
lowered to the seabed in the same area.
The tracer sand is sensitive to ultra-violet
light which enables us to track its movement
over a period of months and investigate
whether it is being moved by natural wave
forces onto the beach or off shore.

Who provided the funding?

How is the trial being monitored?

The Environment Agency provided a grant
of £130,000 to Borough of Poole for the
placing of the sand and a further £115,000
came from their National Research and
Development fund. In addition, SCOPAC
(Standing Conference on Problems
Associated with the Coastline) supported
the research and monitoring with a
£15,000 grant.

Monitoring began immediately and is being
led by the Channel Coastal Observatory
(CCO). It will continue for 12 months
and includes:

Media interest

The results will show us how the material has
moved over time both spatially (space) and
temporally (time).

In March 2015, news programme BBC South
Today visited Poole to interview the Coast
Protection team about the trial. The news
was also re-written for children’s programme
Newsround and has since made it into the
international press arena.

•

Tracer searches

•

Beach level surveys (topographic)

•

Seabed surveys (bathymetric)

•

Regular photographs taken from fixed
points overlooking the beach

An AWAC (Acoustic Wave and Current
Profiler), was also installed to monitor tidal
currents, water depth and turbidity (clarity of
the water) over this period.

How will success be measured?
Using all this information, the trial will be
considered successful if it is determined that:
•

frequent, smaller sand top-ups provide
a more economical solution to beach
renourishment.

•

there is little to no effect on Poole Rocks
MCZ (Marine Conservation Zone).
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Before

After

Preliminary observations
•

Tracer sand has been found on the beach
showing a sediment movement pathway
from the trial site to the beach.

•

2,000 cubic metres of sand has moved
from the trial area although it is difficult to
identify and measure small amounts of
sand spread across the beach.

•

The highwater line at the beach has
changed (as shown in the “After” photo)
indicating a localised build-up of sand,
although this could be a result of a
change in wave energy approaching the
beach (on the sand).

The work is due to be completed at the end of
2015; it will report on how well the trial worked
and lessons learnt for carrying out similar
monitoring elsewhere in the future.

AWAC
Tracer sand search
results from Poole Bay
Nearshore
Replenishment Trial,
Feb 2015

For further information about this project and regular updates visit: www.poolebay.net
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